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Week 4



Creating the path... It's Nov. 8th, 2013
Mapping your ideas with “Mind-Maps”
One way to get your ideas rolling is to create illustrated mind-maps.   This idea of mind-maps was 
created by Tony Buzan.  This practice gets both sides of the brain working/playing together!  This can 
cause  Inspired  Action!   You  can  use  mind  maps  for  just  about  anything.   Paul  Foreman  over  at  
mindmapinspiration.com has created a very colorful way to fully utilize this magical process.  This is a 
great way to get those intentions, ideas and inspirations out on paper...out of the head space and into 
the process of creation.  Maybe you'll go out and design your own mind maps!  Either way, have fun!

Links to other mind maps for print out!
100 reasons to Mind-Map
Happy Diary Mind Map
To Do Today *My Favorite!
Mind Map of Me
Positive Steps Mind Map

A fun link!
Mind Map Art – showcasing the world's finest mind 
maps

http://www.mindmapinspiration.com/
http://www.tonybuzan.com/
http://www.mindmapinspiration.com/100-reasons-to-mind-map-paul-foreman/
http://www.mindmapinspiration.com/happy-diary-mind-map-paul-foreman/
http://www.mindmapinspiration.com/to-do-today/
http://www.mindmapinspiration.com/mind-map-of-me-template/
http://www.mindmapinspiration.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/01/Positive-Steps-Mind-Map-Template-1024x843.jpg
http://www.mindmapart.com/page/38/?s=how+to+mind+map


Moving into Action... It's Nov. 9th, 2013
Today, we reach the first quarter moon.  Decisions, decisions, decisions!  We are standing in a time where only half the moon 
is illuminated and the other half is still resting in the darkness.  Putting things into action may seem overwhelming right 
now, but fear not!  This just calls for inspired action and a little refocusing.

What are some things you are working on that are already 
flowing nicely and moving along just fine?

What are some things that you can start putting into 
action?  Small  s t e p s  is key.

“Do the thing and you will have the power.”
 ― Ralph Waldo Emerson

“Begin, be bold, and venture to be wise.”
 ― Horace



Inspired Action...   It's Nov. 10th, 2013
“Creation is bringing potential into being, bringing inspiration into action. Inspiration and 
action are nothing when they are apart. Inspiration feels like a great a wondrous thing, but if 
it is not manifested, it is as if it never existed. Likewise, action without inspiration has no 
purpose. It is only when they are together as one that they are truly something.” 
―Kristi Bowman, Journey to One: A Woman's Story of Emotional Healing and Spiritual Awakening 

{Space for creative ideas or notes}

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4443118.Kristi_Bowman
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/14521616

